
Existing and newly constructed fences can now be 
converted into detection fences by installing the 
MicroGARD®pro digital fence detection system. A 
simple wire mesh, grid or lattice fence is all that 
is required to install a highly flexible, cost-effec-
tive security fence system that reports intrusions 
with great accuracy. Vibration caused by a fence 
structure being cut, forced open, dismantled or 
climbed is evaluated by the system cable, which is 
linear mounted on the inside of the fence.

Simple retrofitting

The digital fence monitoring system requires far  
less planning than linear surveillance systems that 
utilise light barriers or video cameras. The system 
adapts itself to the fence, so almost any wire mesh 
or grid fence can be retrofitted: the only criterion is 
that the original fence must be sufficiently stable to 
act as a mechanical barrier. Since the sensor cable 
contains the redundant power supply for the various 
modules, no external lead is required and instal-
lation time is minimised. Another key aspect of 
retrofitting is integration with existing alarm man-
agement structures; this is because a wide range of 
live interfaces is already available.

MicroGARD®pro – the digital alternative

The objective in all perimeter security projects is to 
ensure the fastest possible verification of events at 
the fence. Highly accurate localisation of an event is 
thus essential as this simplifies the manual analysis 
of camera images considerably and may save valuable 
seconds. Dynamic camera technology is the more effi-
cient (and often lower cost) alternative to verification 
with a fixed camera system. The localisation of events to 
a few metres facilitate precise control of tilt-and-swivel 
systems and dome cameras with pre-set or PTZ control 
units. MicroGARD®pro is therefore the logical exten-
sion of the qualities that made MicroGARD® the market 
leader in the German-speaking region more than 20 
years ago.

Following on from analogue microphone cables and digi-
tal fence detection systems, MicroGARD®pro heralds the 
third generation of intelligent outdoor protection systems 
through cable-based detection.
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The advantages:

 ■ simpler implementation

 ■ fast, high-precision alarm signalling with great 
accuracy 

 ■ utilisation of latest processor technology

 ■ ten times more computing power than similar systems

 ■ more flexibility in infrastructure requirements

 ■ optimisation of evaluation algorithms

 ■ HAVERKAMP-Quality "Made in Germany"

Possible set-up variations

Distributed intelligence means a reliable structure. The smallest 
possible MicroGARD®pro unit comprises only a processor module, 
system cable and termination unit – sufficient to monitor up to 200 
metres of fence. In addition to linear arrangement of individual 
components along the system cable and the ring structure,  
star-shaped cable systems and even T-shaped and  
H-shaped system structures are now possible as well.

Example set-up: Similar system from another  
manufacturer (ill. 1) and the MicroGARD®pro 
(ill. 2)

(ill. 1)

(ill. 2)

The information of this datasheet is based upon longtime practical experi-
ence and relies on the current state of knowledge and technology. The buyer 
still has the duty to test our products for the fitness for use. Beyond that our 
terms and conditions shall apply. 

With the release of a new datasheet the previous data loose their validity.  
Münster, September 2019


